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Abstract—The purpose of this paper is to quantify the effect
of biased system frequency deviations and charger losses in
order for an aggregation of electric vehicles (EVs) to provide
reliable primary frequency control (PFC). A data set consisting of
one year of frequency measurements of the Nordic synchronous
zone is used for the analysis. The average system frequency
can be biased over the hour, which can lead storage units,
performing PFC, to become fully charged or depleted. This paper
presents statistical bounds on how variable the average system
frequency can be on different time scales. Additionally, a method
for calculating the expected energy loss caused by continuous
charging and discharging is presented together with efficiency
measurements of a commercial bidirectional EV charger. It is
found that during a year, the energy balance of the service
provider, relative to the grid, is within the calculated bounds.
The efficiency losses are calculated and validated to have a linear
relationship with the reserve capacity and the provision time.

Index Terms—Ancillary Services, Electric Vehicles, Frequency
Control, Vehicle-to-Grid

I. INTRODUCTION

The electrification of the transportation sector is expected
to substantially increase the use of electric vehicles (EVs)
[1]. EVs can be aggregated and participate in the electricity
markets in order to decrease their charging costs by consuming
energy when prices are lower [2]. The use of EVs for providing
ancillary services to the power system can be an additional
revenue for EV owners and can assist the integration of larger
amounts of renewable sources [3, 4]. The use of bidirectional
power converters can substantially increase the capabilities
and profitability of EVs, since they are able to offer power
to the system, a concept referred to as Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G)
[5, 6]. External V2G chargers will most likely be installed
at commercial locations as they can provide higher power
and potentially higher efficiency than the internal EV charger,
which for some models have been found to have an efficiency
between 50− 80% [7].

A suitable ancillary service for EVs is primary frequency
regulation, because it is compensated per power capacity
and the energy requirements are relatively small, which is
beneficial as EVs, with the right charger can have a large
power capacity and very fast response [8]. In this ser-
vice, loads/generators are expected to modify their consump-

tion/production according to the frequency deviation signal in
a linear way [9]. For verification and reliability purposes, the
provided reserve is calculated based on a power reference,
which is the submitted schedule of the service provider to the
operator.

If the frequency deviation is unbiased on an hourly basis,
i.e. its integral is zero, then there would be no overall exchange
of energy between the EVs and the grid. However, frequency
deviations can be significantly biased in certain hours, which
could lead to relatively large energy exchanges. If these
exchanges are neglected, it is very likely that the batteries
will be fully charged or depleted within the reserve provision
horizon; in that case, the aggregation will not be able to
provide the committed reserves. An additional challenge is
the efficiency of the chargers, which causes energy losses to
the EV batteries, and which must be also accounted for when
bidding in the power markets.

The main contributions of this paper are the threefold. First,
an assessment of the Nordic power system’s frequency bias
on different time scales is conducted. Second, we quantify the
charger losses in relation to the reserve capacity of frequency
regulation, including its effect on the revenue.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In
Section II, the revenue for frequency provision is calculated
along with a statistical analysis of the energy content and
charger efficiency. Section II presents the calculated confi-
dence intervals for the exchanged energy and simulations
based on the real frequency data are used for validation.
Finally, Section IV is the concludes and discusses the direction
of future work.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Frequency Normal operation Reserve

The Transmission System Operators (TSOs) of the Regional
Group Nordic (RG-N) synchronous zone have a shared set
of grid codes with the purpose of maintaining system stabil-
ity. Primary frequency control is divided into two services,
Frequency Normal-operation Reserve (FNR), activated for all
system frequency deviations up to ±100 mHz and Frequency
Disturbance-operation Reserve (FDR), only activated when



frequency goes below 49.9 Hz. FNR is the most fitting
reserve for EVs, as the EV both would charge and discharge,
depending on the frequency, and thereby use the battery as a
buffer rather than a source of production.

In the case of a frequency deviation, the purpose of FNR
is to re-establish an equilibrium between production and
consumption. The TSOs in RG-N are jointly responsible for
procuring 600 MW of FNR reserves, proportional to each
TSO’s share of the production. The service is bought on
market terms 1 or 2 days ahead but can only be provided
by a Balance Responsible Party (BRP) with a minimum bid
size of 0.3 MW.

FNR is a symmetrical service, which requires the provider
to offer the same power capacity for upwards and downwards
regulation. Frequency reserves must be provided linearly, with
full activation for deviations of ±100 mHz. As the service
historically has been provided by thermal power plants, the
maximum response time is relatively large, and equal to 150 s
[9]. For a frequency value ft at time t, the normalised response
yt is calculated as

yt =

 −1, if ft < 49.9 Hz
(ft − 50)/0.1, if 49.9 Hz ≤ ft ≤ 50.1 Hz

1, if ft > 50.1 Hz
(1)

Fig. 1. Droop control characteristic of units providing FNR

The relationship between yt and ft can also be described
graphically, as shown in Fig. 1. FNR is paid in EURO per
available power capacity, Pcap, per hour, independent of how
often and how much the reserve is activated. The power
required by the service provider at time t is calculated as

Pt = Pcap · yt (2)

Since FNR is considered a power availability service, the
BRPs are required to pay or receive money to/from the TSO
if the average frequency during an hour is different than 50
Hz, which results in an energy exchange with the grid. In that
case frequency is called biased, or equivalently that frequency
carries an energy content. The energy content of the previous
hour is calculated by the TSO as in Eq. 3. The energy content
of every hour is denoted by E1

bias,k, where k is the hour index.
If ts is the sampling time, N is the number of samples in an
hour, E1

bias,k is calculated as

E1
bias,k =

k·N∑
t=k·(N−1)+1

Pt · ts (3)

If Pcap is expressed in kW, then E1
bias,k is expressed in kWh.

The energy that the BRP has delivered to the grid during
an hour is compensated with the power price for upwards
regulation, which is always equal or higher than the spot price.
The energy that the BRP has received from the grid during an
hour is bought with the power price for downwards regulation,
which always equal or lower than the spot price. The different
payments and compensations are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The different payments between BRPs and TSO in the case of FNR
service

B. System frequency behaviour over a year

Our analysis has been based on a data set consisting of
one year of system frequency measurements from RG-N with
a sample rate of 10 seconds, and a resolution of 1 mHz,
measured by the Norwegian TSO, Statnett. Fig. 3 shows a
histogram of every sample of the system frequency in 2016.
Over the the grid frequency is Gaussian distributed with an
average of 50 Hz which means that the expected energy
exchange with the grid is zero.

C. Energy content of system frequency

Assuming a constant reserve capacity Pcap, the accumulated
energy Et up to time step t relative to the grid since the
beginning of service provision, can be calculated as

Et = Et−1 + Pt ts (4)

Fig. 3. Histogram of frequency measurements for 2016, which follow a
Gaussian distribution f ∼ N (49.9995 Hz, σ2 = 0.0021 Hz2)



Fig. 4 shows Ebias,t, from the first of January and during the
rest of the month for Pcap = 1 kW. Overall, Et varies around
0, but it can change substantially in the course of one day,
which is the time horizon of FNR auction and provision.

Fig. 4. Accumulated energy for January 2016 for Pcap = 1 kW

Even though Et can change significantly throughout a long
time period, we are interested in the hourly variations during
each day, because FNR is procured daily. It is therefore more
relevant to investigate the energy bias on a shorter, i.e. hourly,
time scale. Fig. 5 shows the energy bias of the individual
hours, E1

bias,k, of the first 3 days of 2016, when providing
FNR with Pcap = 1 kW. The energy bias is calculated by
(3) as the summation of the frequency deviations within each
hour.

Fig. 5. Example of the energy content per hour E1
bias,k for the first 3 days

of 2016, with Pcap = 1 kW. The black line is the zero reference.

Fig. 6. Histogram of E1
bias,k that is fit with a Gaussian distribution with

Ebias,k ∼ N (−0.0049 kWh, σ2 = 0.094 kWh2)

E1
bias,k is calculated for every hour of 2016 and the distribu-

tion is shown in Fig. 6. E1
bias,k is symmetrical around zero and

approximately Gaussian distributed. The Gaussian distribution
of E1

bias,k makes it possible to calculate a confidence interval
that will contain the frequency bias with a certain probability.
When providing FNR with a storage unit, the energy is limited
so it is not preferable to reserve enough energy for the worst
case that almost never occurs. Instead, the EV can reserve

energy that guarantees robustness in e.g. 99% of the cases;
in Table I the energy requirements for different confidence
intervals are presented. In practice, this must be done in a way
that is compatible with the operator’s requirements, to ensure
system security. By allocating ±0.79 kWh in the battery for
every kW of FNR, the EV would be able to deliver FNR in
an hour, in 99% of the cases.

TABLE I
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE HOURLY ENERGY BIAS IN kWh

Confidence Minimum Expected value Maximum
99% −0.79 0 0.79
95% −0.60 0 0.60
90% −0.50 0 0.50

Fig. 5 shows how E1
bias,k of consecutive hours often changes

between positive and negative values, thereby cancelling out
previous imbalances in many cases, resulting in a lower Et.
Therefore, providing FNR for h hours does not require h times
more storage capacity to guarantee that the service can be
provided. To quantify this effect, the distribution of the energy
bias is calculated for periods of h hours. The vector of 1 year
of frequency data is divided into slots of h hours that starts 1
hour apart. We denote the energy bias of h consecutive hours
by Eh

bias,k and we calculate it as

Eh
bias,k =

N ·k∑
t=N ·(k−h)+1

Pt · ts (5)

An example of how the data is divided into 3-hour periods
with the index k in a moving window fashion is shown in
Fig. 7.Eh

bias,k is essentially a moving sum over the previous h
hours and is defined for k ≥ h.

Fig. 7. Example of data divided into periods of 3 hours to calculate E3
bias,k .

D. Characterising the charger efficiency

Since large amounts of energy are exchanged with the grid
during FNR provision, the efficiency of the power converter
has a high impact on the energy consumption. ENEL has
produced a bidirectional charger with a capacity of 10 kW
that via the CHAdeMO DC connection can be used to perform
FNR with an EV [10].

The charger is currently being used to perform FNR with up
to Pcap = 10 kW per EV in the Danish research project called
the Parker Project. The efficiency of this bidirectional power
converter has been found from measurements in a laboratory
environment. Since an EV performing FNR usually reserves
a fraction of its power capacity to use it as an energy offset,



the efficiency measurements have been made for a loading
between 0 and up to 9 kW in both directions.

The measurements are performed with a Nissan LEAF EV,
with a State of Charge (SOC) of 30−60%. The measurements
were made every second during 24 hours while the EV was
providing FNR with Pcap = 9.25 kW, thereby operating on
most possible power levels. The active power, measured on the
AC side, is shown in Fig. 8 together with the SOC, informed
by the EV.

Fig. 8. Measurements of a Nissan LEAF performing FNR with a V2G charger
from ENEL

The yellow curve is the theoretical accumulated energy and
represents the ideal SOC if the efficiency was 100%. The
orange curve shows the actual SOC, which decreases due
to the losses associated with FNR provision. The difference
between the real and the ideal SOC in the end of the reserve
provision, is the total energy loss due to the charger efficiency.
After 24 hours of FNR provision the SOC of the EV is 14.1
kWh but it would have been 33.7 kWh if there were no loss
during this period, resulting in a loss of 19.7 kWh.

The voltage and current on the DC side is also measured and
used to calculate the efficiency when charging and discharging.
The efficiency is calculated as the ratio between the active
power on the AC side and power on the DC side. We distin-
guish between the charging ηc = PDC/PAC and discharging
ηd = PAC/PDC efficiencies. Fig. 9 shows a scatter plot of the
efficiency at different power levels.

Fig. 9. Power efficiency for different charging powers measured during 24
hours of FNR provision

Because of the fast changing power reference and a small
delay in the charger, the ratio between the power on the AC
and DC side at a certain power level also depends on the

previous power level. The characteristic of the curve is typical
for power converters that are less efficient when operated at
a low power levels. As long as the power is at least 50%
of the capacity, the efficiency is between 80% and 90% and
quickly drops when the power decreases. State of the art power
converters with similar capacity can achieve an efficiency
that ranges between 88% and 96% for loading between 10%
and 100% in both directions [11]. Even though laboratory
equipment faces other challenges than mass-produced power
converters, in terms of cost, there is room for improvement in
the future.

As the commitment to the grid is independent of the charger
equipment, all efficiency losses will be covered by the EV. The
battery will therefore receive less power than what is drawn
from the grid and will have to deliver more than is extracted
from the battery. The power drawn or injected from/to the
battery can be calculated as

Pbat,t =

{
Pt · ηc, if Pt ≥ 0

Pt · 1/ηd, if Pt < 0
(6)

III. RESULTS

A. Effect of Energy Content on Reserve Provision

In this section we show the effect of the frequency energy
content on FNR provision. We first divided the data into
periods of h hours and calculated Eh

bias,k for h = 1 . . . 15. We
then calculated the confidence intervals, where 99% of Eh

bias,k
will lie within for each different h; the results are shown in
Table II. The imbalances are symmetrical so the positive and
negative sides are equal.

TABLE II
99 % CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR Eh

bias,k IN ± KW

Period [h] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
± kWh 0.79 1.27 1.60 1.85 2.05 2.22 2.36 2.49
Period [h] 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
± kWh 2.61 2.71 2.81 2.90 2.98 3.05 3.11

The results from Table II validate our previously stated
argument, that the rate of change of the confidence interval
of Eh

bias,k is negative with respect to h. The derived confi-
dence intervals can be validated by calculating Et for an EV
providing FNR for 15 consecutive hours. The simulations are
conducted for the whole frequency data set of 2016, which
resulted in 8770 samples. For each of the 15-hour samples,
Et is calculated during the whole FNR provision time and
the results of 30 samples are shown in Fig. 10. Notice that
due to symmetry, the upper and lower limit of the confidence
intervals are equal in absolute values. Due to the relatively
small number of samples, Et violates the confidence intervals
of Eh

bias,k with higher probabilities.
To evaluate the results statistically, we must use a large

number of samples. In Fig. 11 we show the distribution of
Et at the end of each 15-hour sample period for all the
8770 samples. The accumulated energy follows a Gaussian



Fig. 10. 99% confidence intervals of Eh
bias,k and simulated Et for h =

1 . . . 15 for 30 different 15-hour frequency samples.

distribution with a mean value very close to 0 and a variance
of 1.5276 kWh2.

Fig. 11. Distribution of Et at the end of the each sample period for 8770
samples. Et|t=end ∼ N (−0.0755 kWh, σ2 = 1.5276 kWh2)

By allocating ±4 kWh in the battery, the EV could provide
FNR for 15 consecutive hours with Pcap = 1 kW in 100% of
the cases but the requirements could be met in 99% of the
cases by allocating only ±2.7 kWh.

B. Effect of charging efficiency on reserve provision

In this section we examine the effect of both charger effi-
ciency and frequency biases in FNR provision. For simplicity,
the charging and discharging efficiency are assumed equal
and we denote both by η. We introduce the term Eh

bat,k,
which is equivalent to Eh

bias,k, but includes charger losses;
for efficiency equal to 1, the 2 terms give the same results.
We calculated E1

bat,k via simulations by considering hourly
frequency samples and 4 different efficiency values. In all
cases, E1

bat,k is Gaussian distributed and the fitted probability
density functions are shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Probability density function of E1
bat,k , for FNR provision with Pcap =

1 kW and different charger efficiency values

The expected energy exchange decreases as efficiency takes
smaller values. This value, which is negative for η < 1,

expresses the expected energy loss in one hour. Statistically
the EV battery is expected to continuously lose energy when
providing FNR, due to the charger efficiency, even if E1

bat,k
can take positive values in some hours. We repeated the
simulations for 2-hour and 3-hour frequency samples and
calculated the expected values of E2

bat,k and E3
bat,k, the results

are summarised in Table III.

TABLE III
NORMALISED HOURLY ENERGY LOSS [kWh/kW/h]

Efficiency [-] 1 hour 2 hours 3 hours
0.9 0.043 0.086 0.129
0.8 0.086 0.172 0.258
0.7 0.136 0.273 0.409

As seen from the results, losses, denoted by l, can be
well approximated as a linear function of h and η. It is
straightforward to show from (5) that l is also proportional
to Pcap. Consequently, we express l as

l = 0.4533(1− η)Pcaph (7)

As seen in Fig. 8, efficiency is not constant but depends
on the charger loading. Even though efficiency is very small
for low power values, its effect on the overall losses is not so
significant, due to the relatively small amounts of exchanged
energy. By using (7) and assuming an average efficiency of
0.8, providing FNR for 24 hours with a capacity of 9.25 kW,
results in 20.13 kWh of losses. This value is very close to the
actual losses of 19.7 kWh, calculated from the real data.
Eh

bat,k is Gaussian distributed for different values of the effi-
ciency and for different durations. Similarly to the confidence
intervals calculated for Eh

bias,k, we can derive bounds for Eh
bat,k

with specified probabilities. Fig. 13 shows Et and the 99%
confidence intervals for Eh

bat,k of an EV providing FNR with
Pcap = 1 kW for 15 hours and a constant efficiency of 0.8,
for 30 different frequency samples.

Fig. 13. Evolution of Et during 15 hours of FNR provision with a constant
efficiency of 0.8 for 30 frequency samples

Similar to Section III-A, in Fig. 14 we present the distri-
bution of Et at the end of each 15-hour frequency period for
all 8770 samples. The service provider would need to allocate
[−4.2, 2] kWh in the battery to be able to deliver this service
with 99% confidence. The range is larger compared to the
no-loss case, but is substantially moved to the negative side
due to the losses. The expected value of Et at the end of the
service provision is −1.29 kWh, which is very close to the



approximation from (7), which gives an expected loss of 1.36
kWh.

Fig. 14. The cross section of the end of 8770 periods, with distribution
Et|t=end ∼ N (−1.29 kWh, σ2 = 1.59 kWh2)

In order to compensate for the losses incurred by FNR
provision, the service provider can change the set-point of an
EV from zero to a positive (charging) value such that the EV
on average charges enough to cover these losses. If the SOC
at the end of the service provision is required to be higher
than in the beginning, this set-point change can be added on
the schedule of the EV.

FNR could be provided with EVs of the type Nissan LEAF
when they are connected to a V2G charger via a plug such
as CHAdeMO. If it is connected to the grid constantly in the
period 17:00-08:00, it could provide FNR for 15 hours. From
our analysis it was found that Et|t=end ∈ [−4.2, 2] kWh for 1
kW of capacity, which results in a necessary capacity range of
6.2 kWh per 1 kW of Pcap. The Nissan LEAF has a capacity
of 30 kWh but it is often recommended that it is only operated
between 20 − 90% of the SOC to minimise the wear of the
battery, leaving 70% of the capacity for FNR. The maximum
capacity Pcap that can be sold in the 15 hours period can be
calculated as

Pcap =
70% · 30kWh

6.2kWh/kW
= 3.4kW (8)

3.4 kW is the largest capacity of FNR the Nissan LEAF
can be used to deliver in 15 hours, if no actions to reduce the
variance of the energy bias are taken. Providing FNR with 3.4
kW for these 15 hours every day in a year would amount to
a capacity payment of 421 EUR, based on an average of the
market prices 2013−2015, as already shown in [5]. However,
compared to the previous analysis where losses were not
taken into account, the expected daily losses are found to be
0.086·15h·3.4kW = 4.4 kWh. With the average Danish retail
electricity price of 0.3 EUR/kWh, including taxes, this would
amount to a cost of 481 EUR per year, therefore nullifying
the revenue. Additionally the EV would have a SOC, normally
distributed between 20-90 % at the end of the period which
could be an inconvenience for the EV owner.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The business model can be improved by increasing the
efficiency. If the efficiency of the converter is increased to
90 %, the losses would be reduced by 50 %. As the power
system becomes more based on intermittent energy sources,

the need and thereby probably the price for fast frequency
control would increase. Since FNR is a service to the grid, it
could also be argued that it should be exempted from taxes
which are about 64 % of the electricity cost.

The previous sections have shown that the efficiency losses
can be predicted and thereby covered by adjusting the set-
point. It is therefore a cost problem rather than an operational
problem. The variance of the energy content in each hour is
however very problematic as it reduces the power capacity
used for FNR, which is proportional to the payment. A way
to reduce the energy imbalance ratio is to allow for changing
the set-point during operation depending on the energy balance
at the current time. If the V2G charger has a capacity of 10
kW, a share of this could be reserved for set-point changes,
by buying or selling the additionally needed energy on the
intra-day market. Future work would involve analysing how
systemic imbalances of the system frequency at specific times
of the day can be used to make more accurate estimates the
energy content and how centralised control can be used to
increase the efficiency by charging some EVs at full power
and others not at all, making a combined delivery.
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